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Discourse XVIII

“Followers of the Way, the view of the Ch’an School is that the sequence of death and life
is orderly.    The student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully.

“When host and guest meet they vie with one another in discussion.    At times, in re-
sponse to something they may manifest a form; at times they may act with their whole body; or
they may, by picking up a tricky device, make a display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the
half of the body; or again they may ride upon a lion or mount upon a lordly elephant.”

A true student gives a shout, and to with holds out a sticky lacquer tray.    The teacher, not
discerning that this is an objective circumstance, goes after it and performs a lot of antics with
it.    The student again shouts but still the teacher is unwilling to let go.    This is a disease of the
vitals which no doctoring can cure: it is a called    “the guest examines the host.”

We all are things which have developed to the extent that we now do the function called
consciousness.    But what was the condition before we did the functioning of consciousness?
We were things before we did the activity of consciousness which only did the activity of feeling,
or the activity of sensing.    This is what Buddhism teaches so please peel open your eyes and lis -
ten up.

Why does the activity of feeling appear within the self which has been born?    Because
the self does not have the complete activities of living and dying, that is why it is necessary to do
the function we call feeling.    For those of you who are wearing the monks robes, the koromo, if
you are not able to clearly grasp this principle then you will end up teaching a kind of Zen which
is a mistaken Zen.    When you make the complete activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, of
living and dying your content then there is no need to do the activity of feeling, and there is also
no need to do the activity of consciousness.    

I guess we could say that the goal of Zen practice is to transcend the activities of living
and dying, to transcend the    activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    But    if you’re still think-
ing, “transcend” then you are still caught up in the activity of consciousness, and you will not be
able to actually experience the experience of transcending.    That’s what we tell you in Tathagata
Zen.    You seem to love to just blabber on about this and that endlessly, but that blabbering on
self is not the real thing.    As long as you’re just playing around with these things you call koans
it’s not the real thing.

When you are doing the function we call    consciousness then there are still parts of the
living activity and the dying activity outside of your self, leftover outside of your self, and so you
have to make relationship with these.    The living activity and dying activity are embracing you
from the outside and the inside.    Isn’t that true?    If you look to the outside you see the future
embracing you from the outside, and if you look to your inside you see the past embracing the
self from the inside, and so you must bring forth the activity of feeling.    

When you first enter into this world of Buddhism, this world of shukyo as we say, then
you can only finally be called a real practitioner of Zen when you can manifest the wisdom that
your self is being embraced from the outside by the future, and embraced from the inside by the
past.    

The activities of living and dying which are left out, which are left over on your outside,
and on your inside, if we personify these    activities then we call then Manjushri Bodhisattva, or
Samantabhadra Bodhisattva.    Without the help, without the aid, without the support of Man-
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jushri Bodhisattva, or Samantabhadra Bodhisattva, then you cannot manifest the complete self.
The perspective, the position of acknowledging these personified existences of Manjushri Bod-
hisattva, and Samantabhadra Bodhisattva, and then trying to obtain the aid, the help of these bod-
hisattvas that is what we call the perspective of Jodo Zen, Pure Land style practice Zen.    The
perspective of Pure Land Zen is very similar to acknowledging the existence of God.    It’s very
similar to any other kind of religion.

Within the religious world if one doesn’t acknowledge the existence of God then we can’t
really call it a religion.    If you define religion as the teaching of the relationship between the self
and God, then that’s probably a correct definition.    

So even in Zen when one totally makes Manjushri Bodhisattva, and Samantabhadra Bod-
hisattva one’s content, that is exactly the same as saying that one has completely received the aid
of Manjushri Bodhisattva, and Samantabhadra Bodhisattva, and when this condition appears then
these two great bodhisattvas disappear.    That is the perfected condition.    The condition of zero.
Because it’s the manifestation of perfected activity of consciousness we call it the manifestation
of prajna wisdom.    The manifestation of prajna wisdom, the manifestation of true love, the man-
ifestation of completely making Manjushri Bodhisattva, and Samantabhadra Bodhisattva ones’
content these are all different ways of describing the same condition.    This is the manifestation
of Mahayana love.    

To worship Manjushri Bodhisattva,  and Samantabhadra Bodhisattva as they do in the
Pure Land school, and to seek their aid (in order to manifest the complete self) is what we call in
Zen Hinayana love, (or Hinayana Zen).      Hinayana love inevitably will also manifest the one-
ness of subject and object, will also manifest Mahayana love.    But if one attaches to the stand-
point of Hinayana love then it will not become Mahayana love.    It’s fine to really practice Pure
Land Zen, but if you are truly saved through your practice of Pure Land Zen, if you are truly lib-
erated  through  your  practice  of  Pure  Land  Zen,  then  you  will  notice  that  Manjushri  and
Samantabhadra have disappeared (and you don’t have to depend on them.).    Pure Land Zen is
fine, but what about those people who go around saying, “I reached enlightenment through the
practice of Pure Land Zen, “ and they’re still depending on Manjushri and Samantabhadra.    We
can say that they’re still depending on God.    What about those people?    What should we do
with them?    They have manifested Mahayana love, but immediately they fall back into having
to do a life-style of Hinayana practice, and so they have to go back to their practice of just chant-
ing “NamuAmidaButsu, NamuAmidaButsu,” over and over again.    And it’s fine to go around
chanting, “NamuAmidaButsu, NamuAmidaButsu,” over and over again, but if one is doing that
chanting attached to the tenet of Hinayana love, then it’s a problem.    The constant repetition of
on the one hand the appearance of Hinayana love, and on the other hand the appearance of Ma-
hayana love over and over again, that is Tathagata Zen.    

But the way of truly being able to see into the principle, this tenet, the way of truly being
able to investigate it is a difficult thing.    But if you really try to put it into practice then you’ll
see it isn’t difficult at all.    Because the self is a thing which constantly is manifesting itself in the
material world, and manifesting itself in the spiritual world, alternatingly, over and over again.
The purpose of Zen practice is how do you manifest your spiritual self?    

Where did the spiritual self come from?    The self which is the material self, the self
which has form, is the self which manifests the spiritual self.    Where did the material, where did
the form come from?    When the spiritual self takes a break, when the spiritual self no longer
needs to do the spiritual activity, then that is when the material self appears.    To do this thing
that we call living the spiritual life, living the life of the spiritual activity, in Buddhism we say
that the foundation of this is the knowledge that the spiritual activity is not the spiritual activity.
The material activity is not the material activity.    All material existent beings have the spiritual
activity as their content.    And when the spiritual activity is manifest, then spiritual form is mani-
fested by that activity.     In the Heart Sutra when we chant “Form is emptiness. Emptiness is
form,” it means that the form, the material just as it is, is spiritual, and the spiritual just as it is, is
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material.    But scholars not grasping this principle take up this part of the Heart Sutra that says
“Form is emptiness, “ and I don’t know what they’re talking about, but they go on and on in a
very perplexing way.

A precept, we can call it a sila that we severely emphasize in Tathagata Zen is we never
reject any kind of religion.    If it’s a mosquito religion, a bird religion, an animal religion, and
then within the human world there are many different grades and levels of religion, we don’t re-
ject any of them.    The moment you say, “My religion is the great one,” you’ve already fallen
into error.    When you say, “My people are the best, “ then, I guess the best is fine, but it’s al-
ready a mistake.    Whether it’s best or not best I don’t know but the real best is zero.    

And even though Rinzai is only using a few words to say this tenet in the text that’s what
he means when he says, “The student of Ch’an must investigate this principle of the living activ-
ity and the dying activity most carefully.”    If you really understand this principle then you’ll
know that sometimes you are acting sailing upon the ship of the living activity, and sometimes
you’re acting sailing upon the ship of the dying activity.    

That’s fine but, when you’re sailing the ship of dying, who is going to help you?    Of
course the living activity will always be helping you when you are doing the dying activity.
When you’re sailing the ship of living activity, then of course the dying activity will help you.

In ancient China and ancient India the way of being of society was a male chauvinist kind
of society.    But in ancient India there were also periods of time in history where society was
built upon a structure in which the women were considered the superior ones.    The queen was
the ruler.    Buddhism tells us that without the help of women men cannot accomplish their goal
as men, and without the help of men women cannot accomplish themselves as complete women.
That is what Rinzai is saying here.    If you just read sutras or study Zen words in a very superfi-
cial way it will never become real Zen practice.    You have to deeply contemplate (the dharma
activity).    

Finally then we get to the place in the text where it says, “If it is a true student,” if it is
someone who is truly serious about the investigation of this dharma activity, and this serious stu-
dent is facing his teacher, or facing his or her Roshi, then what will this true student say?    This is
a very difficult place.    To really understand this place in the text we have to understand the four
shouts of Rinzai.     Rinzai is always talking about KATZ!    This shout.     And he himself ex-
plained that there are four different kinds of these.    Without manifesting the wisdom that under-
stands these four shouts of Rinzai then you’ll never be able to get what he’s getting at here.
There is no meaning to Rinzai’s KATZ!    It’s zero.    But if you analyze this zero then you’ll see
that there are four stages to it.    The stage of living, the stage of dying, and the two points of lim-
itation where living on the one hand and dying on the other hand no longer need to do the activi -
ties of living and dying.    But when Rinzai shouts KATZ!    It’s the zero activity so it has no
meaning.    So just understanding that much keep that in mind as you listen to the rest of Rinzai’s
talk.    

When the student meets the teacher, when the practitioner meets the Roshi then he holds
out a tray.    The holding out of a tray, the proffering of the tray is his KATZ!    Even if you yawn
that’s the same thing as KATZ!    Some people come up before me and I say shout, do a KATZ!
which has no meaning and they just yawn.    But in Japan if you tried that, BAM!    And then the
student will say, “Roshi, what’s wrong with that kind of answer?    I thought you said that a yawn
was just like KATZ!?”    But again, WHAM!    But then the student doesn’t even understand why
he’s getting hit.    What you have to understand is that Zen practice is not just some kind of game.
It’s not just some kind of playing around within the activity of consciousness.    Zen practice is to
demonstrate living, or demonstrate dying.    Just to imitate some kind of activity of conscious-
ness, just to play around at some game is not Zen practice.

The student in this part of the text who shouts is a great student, and the shout of this stu-
dent is described in the text as a sticky lacquer tray.    A plate which is covered completely with
glue, where one has no place to put one’s hands.    For a person who is trapped in the activity of
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consciousness, if they put their hand on this plate immediately, glaaa!!! (sound of hand getting
stuck on plate, “betabetabetabeta” in Japanese    ) they’ll be covered with glue and not be able to
manifest their true self.    A true KATZ which has no meaning, if it’s looked at from the perspec-
tive of a person who is trapped in the activity of consciousness then it looks as if it is this plate
covered with glue.    The zero activity can be seen as a tray covered with this very sticky glue.
This zero activity is always doing the living activity and the dying activity, these two activities
are bubbling up to make the tray this betabetabetabeta stickiness, and so that is why the tray
looks from the activity of consciousness as if it’s sticky.    If I say this much then you should
clearly understand that from the perspective of someone who is seeking love, (instead of mani-
festing love) someone who is standing in the position of a greedy selfish kind of love, someone
who is seeing things through likes and dislikes, that kind of person is the person who perceives
this shout as a sticky lacquer tray, (and is controlled by it).    

As I said yesterday for a green Roshi, for a Roshi that just popped up    out of nowhere,
then they couldn’t possibly do teisho on this part of the text.    

What Rinzai is saying here next when he says, “The teacher, not discerning that this is an
objective circumstance,” as it’s translated in your English, he’s saying that this Roshi, although
this person is called a Roshi he or she certainly doesn’t have the eye to see.    Their eye has not
been opened.    And the fact that their eye has not been opened means that they can’t discern that
this shout, this tray (which has been emitted from the activities of life and death) is like a ghost,
like a phantom, (the activities of past and future are like phantoms, aren’t they?    The world of
the environment is like a phantom).    The worlds of past and future are the worlds of the environ-
ment.    But if you reach enlightenment then you’ll see that although the worlds of past and fu-
ture, the world of the environment might be a phantom world it is also a world that will help you,
and also it’s a world that you can call the world which gave birth to you, the world of your par -
ents.

But this so called Roshi who doesn’t have the eye to see still sees the world of the envi-
ronment, the words of past and future as something other than him or her self.    If there is some-
thing either inside or outside of you which is not your self, then what should you do about it?

Now there are no fleas in Rinzai-ji, but when I first came to Rinzai-ji there were so many
fleas all over the place that I couldn’t sleep (from getting bitten so much.)    The fleas are in the
world of the environment, and immediately these fleas in the world of the environment make re-
lationship with your self, and cause the self suffering.    

So it says that the teacher, the so called Roshi in the text, is picking up many things as not
him or her self, and then teaching about them from such a perspective.    In the world of the envi-
ronment we have fleas living there, we also have mosquitoes living there, but we also have Bud-
dhas and Gods living there too.    They’re all similarly living in the world of the environment.
So when it says, “Not discerning that it’s an objective circumstance” he    climbs up upon this cir-
cumstance and teaches all sorts of strange things.    This teacher talks about all sorts of things, “In
this kind of situation Manjushri will save you.    In this kind of situation Buddha will save you.
In this kind of situation God will bring you to salvation.”    For kindergarten students I guess that
kind of teaching is needed. But the student in the text who just said KATZ he is not in kinder-
garten anymore.    So the student in this part listens to the teacher give all these tedious explana-
tions and finally giving a sigh thinking, “Enough is enough!”    he shouts again (as if pouring a
bucket of water on the so called Roshi). 

 How does the teacher deal with this second shout?    This teacher again perceives the sec-
ond shout as something other than him or her self.    That’s what it means by “refusing to let go.”
No matter how much time passes the teacher will recognize the world of the environment as
something other that him or her self.    If you recognize or acknowledge the world of the environ-
ment as not your self then whenever fleas appear in the world of the environment you’ll be at-
tacked by them.    The example that Rinzai is giving here is an example of a truly terrible Roshi,
and the last line which is translated in your text as “This is a disease of the vitals” what he means
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is that this Roshi is totally blind and there is no hope for him or her.    
In Japan after world war two it seems like there are many Roshis like this.    It makes me

sad to think that Zen has collapsed to such a degree.    I guess anything is okay really.    Anything
is okay, I mean, the kind of teaching that they (the sick Roshis) are teaching I guess it helps peo-
ple or benefits people in some way, but the sad thing is that without teaching the teaching which
is founded on the true wisdom that can manifest the dharma activity then fighting and disputing
will never disappear from this world.    

Here we have this kind of koan.    The kind of koan we have here is “When heaven comes
crashing down to this great earth, you are living in between heaven and earth, but when heaven
comes crashing down on to the this great earth how do you relate to heaven and earth?”    The
young monks coming from Japan think, “I can’t exist living in that world where heaven has
crashed down to earth.    Better quickly escape.”    But there’s no where to escape.    You can’t es-
cape from this great earth.    But when I ask them, “Where do you think you’re gonna go?    Are
you gonna go hide inside of a well?    Are you gonna go try to hide in a cave in mountain?”    But
when I ask them that then they escape from me, and they never come back.    They say, “I guess
there’s no real need for me to come here to America, I’m going back to Japan,” and off they go.

But leaving aside the question of the Japanese monks, what about all of you?    When
heaven comes crashing down to the great earth what are you going to do?    Even if you say,
“Amen,”  even  if  you  say,  “Namida  Butsu,”  even  if  you  say  “MyoHoRenGeKyo,  My-
oHoRoshanaButsu,” it’s not gonna help you.      But the Zen in my tradition says you will be
helped.    Inevitably without fail you will manifest the complete self.     It’s because when you
make all of heaven and all of the great earth your content then you are manifesting the complete
self.      So how do you manifest zero?    How do you manifest the tenet of zero when heaven
crashes down to earth?

Rinzai is saying that the so called Roshi in this text, fixated on perceiving the objective
world as something other than him or her self has a religious sickness that is incurable.    Rinzai
says that the guest, the student in this case examines the host, meaning that the guest clearly per-
ceives that the teacher is someone who does not have the eye to see.    If a student like that came
before me then it would be fun.    

(You say) “Roshi, I have a question.”    And I say, “Although it’s kind of a waste of time,
go ahead.”    But you just manifest a self unchanged, just like you were before, caught up in the
activity of consciousness you ask some kind of question (just like it’s a game).    Manifest zero.
That is the complete condition.    That is the condition of the manifestation of the great cosmos.
If there is a God or an absolute being it is manifesting the entire great cosmos.

Because time has come I should stop, so this has been the group of teishos celebrating the
founding of this temple Rinzai-ji.
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